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THE  LIFE  AND TIMES OF EDWARD IV. Gila  Falkus.  Published by
Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1981. £7.50.
The  books  in this ‘Kings and  Queens  of England’ series  are designed to  appeal  to
the eye and so all are  profusely illustrated  and  attractively bound  and  jacketed.
The colour plates in this volume are pleasing to  look  at but the quality of the
black  and white illustrations varies considerably; Warwick’s  seal, for  instance, is
given  a  two-page spread  but is barely decipherable.  In  order  to  keep up the high
pictorial content  there seems  to have  been  some  ‘scraping of the barrel’ as  some
pictures used  in  Richard  III and  Henry VII are  reproduced again  here  and  some
seem merely space fillers.  (The  present  St. Edward’s  crown  is  printed  above  the
caption, ‘The glittering prize  for which so many risked-all  during Edward’s
lifetime’!)

It is a pity, too, that the  sources  of the illustrations  have  to be  searched for
in  a  jumble of acknowledgements; some of the pictures are delightful and worthy
of  more  enlightening captions.

There  are  just over  200  pages  in this  book, with, perhaps, half the  space
given to  pictorial  matter, and much of  Edward’s  life is  a  wearying tale  of  war,
exile and intrigue. Through all this the author  leads  us  conscientiously but,
inevitably, her  text  has to be direct  rather  than  discursive. There are, however,
illuminating comments particularly in the  first  chapter, ‘York  and Lancaster’,
where  Gila  Falkus  gives  a  very perceptive  analysis  of the  tensions  underlying the
politics of this struggle. The  pathetic  inadequacy of  Henry VI, whose  reputation
for holiness the  writer  thinks exaggerated, the domination of the Beaufort clan,
the  sheer  numerical  power  of the  Nevilles, and, later, what the author, with  a
pithy turn  of  phrase, calls ‘the Woodville onslaught on the  bachelor  heirs  of
England,’ are seen as the design of the  backcloth  against which the  triumphs  and
tragedies  of Edward’s reign are  played.

The leading part in the  drama, however, seems  to go to Warwick, with
Clarence  in  supporting réle, and, in fact, the point is  made  that  Edward allowed
himself to be too  much  influenced by other  more  purposeful personalities.
Richard of  Gloucester  is given little  real  prominence  until he  steps  into the
limelight at the  end—just  in  time  to  usurp the  throne  and  murder  the  princes.  For
this, Edward, through  lack  of foresight in providing adequately for the
government of the kingdom during his  son’s minority, is held  partly responsible.

As with the illustrations, it is  a  pity more explicit  references  are not given in
the text, but a useful short list of the  more  recent  biographies of the King is
appended  for  anyone  wishing to  pursue  the  subject  in  greater  depth.

For a  price  which is by today’s  standards  moderate, this is  a  nice  book  to
have. Gila  Falkus  has  made  a  good job of providing a  straightforward  account of
the life of  Edward  IV; her  style  is lucid and the factual  matter  clearly presented.
As  a  very readable  introduction to a  complex subject  this  book  can be
recommended.

GWEN WATERS
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THE WARS OF THE ROSES. Military Activity and English Society, 1452-97.
Anthony Goodmari, Routledge  &  Kegan  Paul, 1981.  £12. 95. ’
All' too frequently boqks  on the  Wars  of the  Roses  are in reality not that at all
but  rather  political histories  m 'which  campaigns  and  battles  are  a  small if exciting
part.  Anthony Goodman  sets  out to put things right m- this  work  which, as the
subtitle suggests, concerns itself exclusively with military matters. The  author
draws  on  most  available  sources  of information including manuscripts  in the
Public Record  Office to' produce  an  extremely useful, and what is not
unimportant, eminently readable book.  He begins with  a  straightforward  account
of the fighting from  Dartford" In 1452 to Blackheath and  Warbeck’s  campaign in
1497.  Although he fails to refer to  certain  recent works  on  particular  battles,
notably D. T. Williams’ 5Battle  of Bosworth  (1973) and the  Battle  of Tewkesbury
by P. W.  Hammond  and  others  (1971), his reconstructions of the campaigns are
well  worked  out and  occasio'nally -illuminating. He gives  -an  especially good
accdunt‘of  the fighting at  Ferrybridge  and' it is  just that  -he  finds  mitigating
circumstances for‘ Warwick’s military misfortunes, even  though'it  is plain  that  at
best  the  Earl  was only a  'mediocre  general. The only criticism  that  one might
fairly make  of this first  half  of the  book is that  it is  inappropriately devoid of
maps  showing battle  dispositipns.  In  fact  there  are altogether only two  maps  in
the  book—one  of the  country' as  a  whole  which  merely serves  to  show- the' main
roa_ds, and one of the Anglo- -Scottish  border  where  the  lines  drawn  between  the
various March jurisdictions  misleadingly suggest a distinction  between  the
English  East  and Middle  Marches  during this period.  '

All this is- however, only' by way of  a  long foreword  to the  essence  of
Goodman’s  book  which' us the  second section, entitled  ‘Military Organization and
Society.  On  page  eight' m  the Introduction, the  author confides  that his aim is to
show  that  the  wars  helped to  adapt  historic  English military methods  to what was
required  of expeditionary forces crossing the Channel to the Continent m the new
military age of the Italian  wars.  This 1s to fly m  the  face  of the popular view that
warfare' 1n the  Roses  era was nothing more than  a  sad repetition of  tactics  and
techniques  used  by the English in  France  and  elsewhere  in the Hundred  Years
War and now outdated by contemporary European standards.  Yet by the end of
the  penultimate  chapter ‘Methods of  Warfare’, Goodman  has gone far in
carrying his point. Looking at this  important section  in  a  little more detail, the
author  begins by discussing the advantages inherent in fighting in the king’s
name, or  better  still in the king’s company, rather  than against him. He  moves  on
through-councils  of war  .and.the.  appointment-of  overall commanders  tothe'
matter of recruitment, in  other  words  to  indentures  and  commissionS'of  array.  In
this connection, Goodman draws  on the fascinating evidence  of the  Bridport
Muster  Roll for 1457  preserved  in the  Dorset Record Office.  This  enables  him to
conclude  on page 144  that  as  a  ‘wealthy community uncomfortably close  to the
Channel, Bridport was  armed  to the  teeth’:  It is well \worth noting that  this  kind
of evidence can be  used  to  contradict  the  general assertion  that  the  effects  of the
strife  were  usually localised; obviously when the men of Bridport  marched  off to_
war'their  absence  created  social arid  economic  problems  for  their  community
which must have  been duplicated  wherever  men  were enlisted.  Not  surprisingly
then, such  levies were;disinclined  to  serve beyond  the  period  of their obligation,
and it  was  the king’s appreciation of this that  made  the timing of the  issue  of the
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commissions so very important. Goodman cites a  number  of occasions,  including
Bosworth, where mistimed  commissions  may have had serious military
repercussions, and it is not to be doubted  that  this is  a crucially important point.

Next  the author deals  with  the  topics  of ordnance, divisional  structure  and
the  enduring value  of archers.  That  neither  side  could  guarantee  a  preponderance
of  archers  leads him to  suggest plausibly that  commanders were encouraged to
supplement  their  forces of bowmen  with  artillery and  hand-gunners  and, in the
early campaigns  at  least, to reduce  their enemy’s effective  fire power through the
use of  field  fortifications. In this the English were  following European examples,
and Goodman  cites  the French, Burgundians  and  Italians, though  perhaps
surprisingly, not the Hussites.  Though  he  accepts that  the all  important  arm was
the  infantry, he finds reason to  conclude  (p.  179) that  the wars stimulated a
‘revival of  English  cavalry fighting’.

Goodman’s  understanding of the  réle  of fortifications in the period is
unusually perceptive. By drawing on the  History of the  King’s  Works  and H. L.
Turner’s  Town Defences  in  England  and  Wales  he is  able  to  explain  why the
Wars were essentially field  actions  and not  a succession  of sieges. He  emphasises
that  the Lancastrian  kings’ failure  to maintain  most  royal  castles in  good  order
was in  part  a  result of  their  penury—itself aggravated by heavy spending on the
fortifications of the borders, especially Calais.  He then gives an  extremely
wholesome  account  of nearly every incident in the  campaigns involving a castle
or  walled  town  and suggests  quite convincingly that  there were probably more  of
these  episodes  than  we  know.  Coming after  a  long period comparatively free
from prolonged domestic discord and  foreign  threats, the Wars  served  as  a
reminder of the  value  of  fortifications, and consequently the  Yorkists  had  a  more
positive  approach to the  matter  of the  king’s  works, though  during Henry VII’s
reign  many royal castles entered  a  final  phase  of decay. Rarely has  this  subject
been dealt  with  at all, let  alone  satisfactorily, and it is  a  pleasure indeed to see
Goodman  giving it the  attention  and  treatment  it merits.

JAMES PETRE

T91515- EVARS  OF THE  ROSES. John Gillingham.  Weidenfeld and Nicholson,
1 1. 12.50.
There is  nothing in the title of  this book  to  distinguish  it  from  other  publications
which  have  been  produced under the same  heading, so it is possible  that  many
potential readers may miss the opportunity to discover its merits.

John Gillingham’s  main  objective  is an  analysis  of the  actual  battles  rather
than  the  political  and dynastic struggle to  which  they usually form the
background.  Having said  that, he is at pains to present his  theme  in the correct
setting. His  opening chapter  deals  very effectively with  the  myth  created by
Shakespeare and the Tudor propagandists  whose  purpose had the advantage of
the new  facility of printing, the  growing literacy of the populace, and the ability
of the authorities to control the press.
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Not  surprisingly few modern readers are  familiar  with  the  conditions under
which  battles  were  fought  in the fifteenth  century, so the chapters on the  logistics
and techniques of contemporary military practice, and the comparison between
English  and  continental warfare  enable one to  follow  more  easily the subsequent
descriptions  of the  various battles.

Kings  were  not  easily deposed, however, even  in  medieval times.  Indeed the
point is stressed  more than  once, that  there was  a  protective  aura  around  the
person of the anointed  sovereign, and there had to be  very grave  discontent
before  proceeding to  extreme measures.  The  chapters  on  Henry Vl’s  ineptitude
and  Richard  of  York’s  aspirations  demonstrate this  and set the scene for the
outbreak of hostilities.

The  description  of the  various battles  is  given with  evident authority.
Considerable trOuble has been  taken  to  glean  contemporary, or  near
contemporary, sources  wherever  possible, and the  account  covers not  only the
battle  scenes, but the events  leading up to each particular confrontation. A
particularly bewildering feature of  this  period has always  been  the  constantly
changing alignment  of the  protagonists, which will  be  better  understood after
reading this  book.

The  volume  is well  illustrated  and  contains  the mandatory genealogical
table, a  useful  chronological  chart of the  main events, several  maps, but
disappointingly only two  battle  plans—the first and second  battles  of St.
Albans—since the  author’s  insistance  on  authenticity will  not  permit  him to
accept even  the now familiar  deployment  at Bosworth.

Ricardians  will  not  accept  the summary of judgement of  Richard III’s  part
in the affair, nevertheless  this  work  is  a  useful  contribution  to our  knowledge  of
this momentous period  of English  history.

W. R.  HAIRSINE
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Notices of  Books  and Articles

The  following lists  consists of recent  books  and  articles, mainly published in the
last  twelve months, although earlier  publications may be included. The
appearance  of an item does not preclude its  subsequent  review.  Items  marked by
an  asterisk  are in the  Society’s  Library.

BOOKS
Albert  Chitelet, Early Dutch Painting. Painting in the  Northern  Netherlands  in
the  Fifteenth  Century.  Translated  by Christopher  Brown  and Anthony Turner.
256  illustrations, 44 in colour. 1981. Phaidon, £48.

Lavish demonstration  that  an  original  and independent  tradition  of  painting
was in  existence  in  this  area as early as the  fifteenth century. Covers  Jean
Malouel, court  painter to the  Dukes  of  Burgundy at Dijon and Jan Van  Eyck  at
the  Hague  1422—4.

Iaian  Fenlon (editor), Music  in  Medieval  and  Early Modern  Europe:  Patronage,
Sources  and  Texts.  409  pages.  Illustrated. 1981.  Cambridge University Press,
£20.

Collection of papers on  topics  including patronage of music by the church
in the  fifteenth  century Europe and  music patronage  in Italy 1450-1550.

Max J.  Friedlander, From  Van  Eyck  to  Breughel.  Edited  and  annotated  by F.
Grossmann. 406 pages. 300 illustrations. Paperback re—issue 1981. Phaidon
Landmarks  in Art History, £6.50.

Re-issue  of  a  standard and useful  work  on early Netherlandish painting.

Reginald  W.  Ingram  (editor), The  Coventry Records.  750 pages.  1981.  Records
of  Early English  Drama, Manchester University Press, £40  approximately.

Documents showing how the  city’s guilds staged their  cycle  of  plays.
Joan  and  Bill  Spence, The  Medieval Monasteries  of Yorkshire.  116 pages. 32
illustrations. 10 plans.  1981. Ambo Publications, Helmsley, York, £5.00
(hardback), £2.75  (paperback).

A useful guide  to  twenty of the Yorkshire monasteries  with a  brief  essay on
the  origins  and development of English  monasticism.

The  Wharnclijfe  Hours.  A Fifteenth  Century Illuminated Prayerbook  in the
Collection  of the  National Gallery of Victoria, Australia.  Introduction  and
commentaries  by Margaret Manion. 32 facsimile pages reproduced in  colour  and
gold and  7  comparative  illustrations  in  monochrome.  1981.  Thames  and Hudson,
£12.
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Illustrations  include  a  charming and unpretentious month’s  sequence.
The  Winchester Anthology,  BL.  Additional  MS.  60577.  Introductions by
Edward  Wilson and Iaian  Fenlon.  512  pages  (454 in facsimile). Illustrated.
D. S. Brewer, PO.  Box 9, Woodbridge, Suffolk, £90.

The  major  part  of this  manuscript  was compiled in Winchester in the  last
quarter of the fifteenth century by a  monk  of St. Swithun’s Priory.  Contents
primarily moral  and didactic but the  collector’s taste extended  to  Earl  Rivers’s
translation  of the  Dictes  and  Sayings  of the  Philosophers,  to botany, astronomy,
medicine, courtly love  songs  and  even  to  part  of  Petrarch’s  Secretum.  He was
probably a schoolmaster at  some  time, and one of ‘a small circle of humanist
enthusiasts in  Winchester.’

ARTICLES

Lorraine  C.  Attreed, The King’s Interest: York’s Fee  Farm  and the Central  -
Government, 1482—92, Northern  History,  vol. 17, 1981, pages  24—43.

Includes  a  detailed account  of Richard  III’s concessions  to York in the
matter  of its fee  farm  and the  problems  that  resulted.‘
C. H. D. Coleman, The Execution of Hastings:  a  Neglected  Source,  Bulletin  of
the  Institute  of Historical  Research,  vol. 53, no. 128, November  1980,  pages
244—247.

The eighth  item  to appear on  this  subject.  Another official source clearly
states Hastings  died  on 13  June  1483: The  Black  Book of the  Exchequer.‘
Robert  S. Gottfried, Bury St.  Edmunds  and the  populations  of Late Medieval
Towns 1270—1530, Journal  of British Studies,  vol.  20, no. 1, Fall 1980,  pages
1—31.

Bury St.  Edmunds  is  found  to be an  untypical  example of  a  provincial
English  town in population and economic  terms.
M. A. Hicks, The Beauchamp Trust, 1439—87,  Bulletin  of the  Institute  of
Historical Research,  vol. 54, no.  130, November 1981, pages 135—149.

This is the  trust governed  by the  will  of  Richard Beauchamp,  Earl of
Warwick (d.1439) which  financed the building of the Beauchamp Chapel  at
Warwick.

Nicholas  Orme,  Education and Learning at  a  Medieval English  Cathedral:
Exeter 1380—1548,  Journal  of Ecclesiastical History,  vol.  32, no. 3,  July 1981,
pages  265—283.
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Finds a very various literary attainment among its  clergy; stresses

importance of  cathedrals as  educational  agencies.

Carole  Rawcliffe, Medicine and Medical  Practice  in later medieval London,
Guildhall  Studies  in London  History, vol.  5, no. 1, October 1981, pages 13—25.

Includes details  of the early division  of  London’s  many medical practitioners
into physicians, surgeons and barbers (as well as  apothecaries  and
treaclemongers).

Anne F.‘ Sutton, George Lovekyn, Tailor to  Three  Kings of Engiand,
1470—1504, Costume, vol 15, 1981, pagesl— -12.

Includes  transcript  of an inventory of goods supplied to Edward IV
1471-1472."'

THESES '

J. K. Bollard, Medieval  English  Arthurian Romances and  their  Celtic  Analogues:
a  comparative study. Leeds University Ph.D.  Thesis 1979.

S. Brown, The  Peculiar Jurisdiction  of  York  Minster during the Middle  Ages.
York University Ph.D. Thesis  1980.

L. S.  Rollason, English medieval  alabaster altar  pieces. Birmingham University
M. A.  Thesis 1978—9.

N. J.  Tringham, An Edition of the Cartulary of the  Vicars Choral  of York
Minster.  Aberdeen  University Ph. D.  Thesis 1978.

J. M. Williams, The  Stanley Family of Lathom and Knowsley c.  1450—1504:  a
political study.  Manchester  University M.A. Thesis  1979.

M. L.  Witchefl, John  Kemp (d.  1454):  an ecclesiastic as  statesman.  Swansea
University M.A.  Thesis  1979.
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Notes on Contributors

P. W.  Hammond.  Research Officer  of the  Society.  Co-editor  of the Society’s
edition of BL. Harleian MS.433.

M. A.  Hicks.  Lecturer  in History at King Alfred’s  College, Winchester.
Author  of  False, F  leeting,  Perjur’d Clarence.

Rosemary E.  Horrox.  Her  doctoral  dissertation was a  study of the  political
paéronage of Richard  111.  She is  co-editor  of the  Society’s  edition of BL.  Harleian
M  .433.

James Petre.  A  member  since  1967.  Currently researching the  decline  of the
castle) in England and  co-author  of  Castles: A History and  Guide  (Blandford
1980.

P. T.  Stone  is  currently Chairman of the  London Branch  of the  Society.
Radiologist at the  London Hospital  with  a  long standing interest  in  medical
history. '

Gwen  Waters.  A member  since  1971.  She is working on  a  history of
Gloucester  in the  fifteenth century and has published  several articles  in the
Ricardian. -

Isolde  Wigram.  Honorary Secretary of the  Richard  111 Society from  1956
to  1968.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified  advertisements can be accepted at 4p per  word.  It  would  be
appreciated if advertisers forwarded remittances  together with  copy to be inserted
to The Editor, 17 Enfield Cloisters,  Fanshaw  Street, London N1  6LD. Cheques
or  postal orders should be crossed and  made payable  to the  Richard  III  Society.

Other  advertisemehts  can be  accepted  for publication in the  Ricardian  and
magi/one interested in  taking space—full, half or quarter  page—should  contact  the
E  'tor.

The  Richard  III  Society. A History.  By George Awdry.  Available  from  Don
Fleming, 23 Oakhill Road, Sutton, Surrey SM1 3AA. £1.50  including p. & p.

CONTRIBUTIONS  TO THE  RICARDIAN
These  are welcomed from all members on any subject  relevant to the aims of the
Society. These  may be  illustrated  by photographs (glossy prints  showing good
contrast) 01' by line  drawings. All contributions, including advertisements and
letters, must  be  typewritten, with  double  spacing and  adequate  margins, on one
side of the paper  only.  Permission  must  be  obtained  for the use of  copyright
material, but  this  is not usually necessary for short  quotes.  References and
footnotes must  be given in one  sequence  at the end of the  article. They must take  .,
the  form  similar to the following examples:

J. H.  Ramsey, Lancaster and  York,  Vol.  2  (Cambridge  1892),  pp.485—6.
B. P. Wolffe, When and why did  Hastings  lose his  head?  English  Historical
Review, Vol. 89  (1974), pp.835—844.

Details need  not be given in full for second and subsequent references to the
same  source.

Contributions  for the  June  1982  Ricardian  must  reach  Anne  Sutton, 17
Enfield Cloisters, Fanshaw. Street, London N1  6LD, by March 31.  This  does not
apply to articles  which  ’should be  sent well  in advance and can be  sent  at any
time.
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